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which often forces them to cut corners. You don’t have to sacrifice quality anymore.

MIGRATION TESTING
Migration does not mean simply moving data. In
reality, data migration is always a subset of a larger
application initiative. It often involves a custom-built
application consolidation, migration, or upgrade,
which includes moving from Legacy to bundled ERP
solutions such as SAP or PeopleSoft. Alternatively it
could involve mergers and acquisitions. The essence
of Migration Testing is data validation and data
cleansing to ensure the migration was executed
correctly and in the proper format for a target
system’s use.
SQA Solution can help you with Migration Testing.
We can work with you to:
SQA Solution understands that successful testing
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throughout the migration procedures.
•

Accelerate your Time-to-Market - Find
critical issues earlier.

•

Minimize testing - Pay only for what you
need with our SQA Solution On-Demand
delivery model.

How SQA Solution Can Help You
Want to learn more about how SQA Solution can
help you to create and implement your
organization’s migration strategy?
Contact Us to get detailed information about
what’s included in our services.
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CREATING SOLUTIONS
It only takes one bug to impact your organization’s usage and revenue, and this no longer needs to be the case.
SQA Solution's QA testing experts can provide your company with strategic and tactical solutions for Migration
Testing. SQA Solution can catch hidden bugs before you run migration in production, giving your customers the best
possible migration experience while minimizing the impact to your bottom line. We enable you to succeed and
provide solutions that give you the best approach to incorporate manual and automated testing strategies.

PROVIDING EXPERTISE
During migration, organizations may face shrinking budgets, smaller teams, and tighter deadlines, which often forces
them to cut corners to release on time. You don’t have to sacrifice quality anymore. SQA Solution has a strong team
of experienced migration testers. We provide a range of testing services for Migration Testing, including:

Data Migration Testing

Database Upgrade Testing

Technology Migration Testing

We specialize in the following migration testing services:

SQL Server to Oracle

Legacy to New technology

Oracle to SQL Server

Open source to Commercial database

DB2 to SQL Server 2005/2008

Commercial database to Open source
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